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Abstract

The Matchmakers Project - Lightening the load for Australia’s animal rescue community

A decade ago the biggest barrier to adoption was the myth that rescue pets were dangerous and 

abused. Now rescue pets are sought-after in most metropolitan areas. So with millions of people 

looking for a pet to adopt, why are so many still turning to breeders? PetRescue exposes the facts and 

tells you just how they are going to use technology to solve the issue.

Full Paper

About us

PetRescue is a national animal welfare charity connecting thousands of pet seekers with rescue pets

every day. In the last 12 months, 4.6 million Australians have visited the PetRescue website, totalling

an average of 30,000 visits to the website daily and 250 pet searches every minute.

That’s why, today, PetRescue.com.au is still Australia’s most visited charity website, helping to find

homes and save the lives of thousands of homeless pets every month.

Our small team also delivers a growing list of benefits to our member rescue groups, shelters and

pounds. By leveraging our corporate partnerships, we turn every $10 donation to PetRescue into $50

of value in free support services for our members.

Who do we support?

More than 950 Australian rescue groups, shelters and pounds benefit from our free support services

and, most importantly, they all rely on our website to connect them to adopters.



Of those 950+ we assist:

• Rescue groups – 74%

• Shelters – 14%

• Vet clinics – 10%

• Pounds – 2%

That’s not forgetting the free pet search and adoption support services we provide to assist:

• 30,000 visitors to the website every day

• 480 pet enquirers every day

• 280 successful pet adopters every day

Demand for pet adoption

Year on year, we’ve seen a 25% growth rate in visits to the PetRescue website. Proof that there’s an ever-increasing

number of potential adopters viewing pets needing homes.

Taking a quick glance back to when we launched in 2004, we helped our rescue members rehome 527 pets in the first

12 months.

If we look at PetRescue’s annual pet adoption numbers since, you can see a clear pattern emerging.

In May 2016, we reported on helping our members rehome more than 87,000 pets over the previous 12-month period.

And in the Impact Update for 2016/17, we’ve seen that total rocket to more than 100,000 pets adopted over 12 months.



Demand now outstrips supply, with more pet seekers visiting the site every day than pets listed on PetRescue.

So why aren’t we seeing ALL homeless pets adopted?

What are the barriers to getting ALL homeless pets adopted today?

A decade ago, the biggest barrier to adoption was the myth that rescue pets were dangerous, damaged or abused.

PetRescue, together with our members, has worked long and hard to dispel that myth, and now we see demand for

rescue pets on PetRescue.com.au is far outstripping the supply.

We know from years of research, that pet profiles with poor photos and written profiles, lengthy adoption application

forms and strict, exclusionary adoption policies can be barriers to converting pet seekers to pet adopters.

However, our most recent research reveals that the biggest reason pet seekers choose to give up the rescue search

and choose to buy from a breeder or pet shop, is due to lack of response to their adoption enquiries.

At present, all pet enquiries made via the PetRescue website are sent directly to the respective rescue organisation

caring for the pet. And we know that approximately 38% of enquiries made in 2016 did not receive a response from the

rescue group or shelter within three days. Many didn’t receive a response at all.

These are just a small sample of the 1,400+ complaint emails we have received from disheartened pet enquirers over

the last 12 months...

“Just letting you know, I still haven’t heard anything about this dog from XXX rescue group. Again, I’m disappointed and

will not be using your service again.”

“I’ve waited two weeks to hear back! I’m so disappointed and do not know if I would use the site again.”

“FYI... I sent off another email on 3rd Jan which was another three weeks after my first enquiry and still no reply. I'm

astounded at the service provided, more accurately, the lack thereof.”

“I have tried many times to adopt a pet through your site, but no one ever, EVER gets back to me! I’ve tried, trust me,

I’ve tried many different rescue groups without EVER getting a reply.”

This lady went to great lengths to express her frustration...

“Not sure there is anything your organisation can do. It must be hard to police all these rescue groups. But, in a nutshell,

I have never wasted so much time and effort! I’m just trying to adopt a kitty, for my elderly mum, whose 17 year-old

rescue cat has not long passed away. Most places don't even bother replying. Most ignore my questions when they do

reply. And after days of going back and forth, they then announce, “Oh, sorry it got adopted!” As you can imagine, I'm

furious. I’ve been trying for many weeks now. So now, do I just go to a breeder?"

It’s hard not to feel completely deflated and overwhelmed when we see emails like these coming in every single day!

But it’s not just the PetRescue Helpdesk that’s showing this growing trend...

You can also see from the results of the survey we send out to all pet enquirers, that there has been a sharp increase in

the number of people who rate the response they received from the rescue group or shelter as “Mixed - some rescue

groups were helpful, others not so much.” as indicated in yellow.

Green indicates “Very helpful.” Blue means “Satisfactory”.



We are losing an untold number of potential pet adopters every single day, as they become exhausted and frustrated

by their negative experiences.

And sadly, these well-meaning people who were once keen to do the right thing by adopting a pet, are driven to source

their pet from other places like pet shops, backyard breeders, and online pet sale sites.

We know it’s possible to find homes for thousands more pets

With 450,000 visitors to the PetRescue website every single month, there is huge potential for conversion to adoption

here. We only need to improve the conversion rate by a fraction, with good customer service practice, to see

thousands more pets adopted.

Good customer service saves lives

Customers will only choose to shop where their experience is positive and it makes them feel good. And the principles

and practices of good customer service apply just as much to animal rehoming as they do to any other purchase a

customer makes.

Whether selling white fluffies or white goods, customer service is everything!

We need to provide our customers with a positive adoption experience, to stop the negative experiences.

Remove the adoption police uniform and replace it with an adoption counsellor hat.

We can also add some innovative tech solutions to make the job easier...



A digital solution to saving more lives

We know staff and volunteers at rescue groups and shelters have limited resources and often can’t cope with the sheer

volume of work involved in managing the pets in their care, let alone responding to adoption enquiries.

PetRescue’s solution is the Matchmakers Project.

We’re investing in innovative technology to massively lighten the workload of responding to enquiries, improve the

adoption experience and help find the right homes for pets faster.

The end result will be an online adoption enquiry system that’s faster, more efficient and helps save more lives.

Phase one: A new responsive website with more filters

In 2016, more than 60% of all visitors to PetRescue were accessing the website via mobile devices. That’s more than two

million Australians looking for a pet via mobile.

However, the PetRescue mobile website was very basic and in desperate need of a rebuild.

To ensure more rescue pets find their forever home quicker, we urgently needed to get rescue pets mobile by bringing all

pet search functionality to the mobile website.

This was the result…





With the launch, we also developed some new search filters to help connect adopters with their perfect match faster.

Adopters are now be able to filter their pet search by selecting:

• I have kids under 5 years old

• I have kids under 12 years old

• I have resident dog(s)

• I have resident cat(s)



Pets will be alone during working hours

And by categorising their pet listings to fit these new filters, our member rescue groups will receive more suitable

enquiries for the pets they are advertising for adoption.

Phase two: Introducing Adopter Profiles

Pet seekers will be able to create and save their own detailed online adopter profile ready to attach to adoption

enquiries. The adopter profile includes a few basic questions: Do you have kids? Other pets? A backyard? These are

designed to give rescue groups, shelters and pounds all the essential information they need to quickly assess and

respond to adoption enquiries.

This will also cut down on the need for adopters to complete endless adoption forms for every single pet enquiry,

something we know turns many people away from rescue and towards other means of obtaining a pet.

Phase three: Creating an online enquiry management system

To further lighten the load for rescue organisations, and improve the experience for all potential pet adopters, our plan

is to send rescue organisations instant notifications via email, SMS and a new PetRescue app (including a link to the

potential adopter's profile) when new pet adoption enquiries are made online via PetRescue.

There will also be a suite of pre-written messages rescue organisations can use to make the process of responding to

adoption enquiries quick and easy.

And we’ll make sure all unsuccessful enquirers are given extra online assistance to help them progress their search for

a new family member.

Conclusion

Matchmakers technology will ensure...

PetRescue member groups benefit from:

• Better matched adoption enquiries

• Time saved with customer service/enquiry management support from PetRescue

• Forever homes found faster

• Capacity to help more homeless pets over time

Adopters benefit from:

• The ability to create a mini adopter profile for all pet enquiries (no more endless forms)

• Receiving a timely response to all their pet enquiries

• A happy and satisfying customer experience

• Feeling good about recommending pet adoption to others

Rescue pets benefit from:

• Finding their forever home faster

• Increased capacity in shelters and foster homes for temporary accommodation


